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Green Growth
recycling, sustainability and business development

A free package of workshops 
for business owners and start-
ups developing markets in the          
green economy.

Learn about opportunities to build and 
grow your business by:

 Becoming a sustainability leader  
           in your sector.

 Exploiting the potential of           
           recycled materials.

 Greening your business.
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How to register:

Complete the form below
Must be in London
Must come to 5 of 6 workshops
Fax, Web or Email to
Michael Marriot / michael@londonremade.com / fax: 020 706 6391

I would like to attend the Green Growth workshop series.

Name
Job Title
Organisation
Email address
Telephone
Fax
Address 
Postcode

I would like to receive further information about future       
Inspired Recyling and London Remade news and events.

Yes / No

www.londonremade.com
www.inspiredrecycling.co.uk

This page shows some work     
created for the Kingston           
University based Sustainability 
Research team within WestFocus. 

Plenty of posters and corporate 
literature were producd. I was 
involved in both the research and 
creative sides of much work.



Above are two more poster designs for an 
event involving the WestFocus Sustainability 
Research team.
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2008-2009 I carried out some long term work-experience based at a graphic 
design agency during my rehabilitation period at Rowland House. 
I worked at Premm Design, based in Sheen. This involved various 
tasks, such as company 2D logo designs to magazine spreads/
layouts and promotional typographic work. Design work for various 
clients was undertaken alongside the Premm design team. 
 I integrated well within the Premm team, with ideas well given and 
received . As part of my rehabilitation, I evaluated and reflected 
a lot during my work experience. This helps me learn the way to 
tackle certain issues and plan against future problems.

I know that my main strength lies in typographic presentation and 
layouts, gaining vast experience and knowledge during my most 
recent work experience at Premm Design.

2005-2006 I worked for the WestFocus Sustainability in Practice Network,   
based in Kingston University Faculty of Art, Design & Architecture. 
I offered all-round design skills and expertise designing a variety 
of corporate literature, event branding and promotional material, 
to an organisation which helps to link designers to sustainable 
resources and facilities. A number of strong research skills were 
used, often culminating in graphic work, presenting information or 
advertising events. I worked as part of a small, focussed research 
team enhanced by the University habitat, utilising  a wide range 
of personal design and social skills and knowledge learnt  through 
education and work experience. 

2006-2007 The above mentioned rehabilitation period is as a                     
result of a severe traumatic brain injury that I suffered in a road 
accident whilst cycling with my club in October 2006. I was 
hospitalised for a year before moving to a rehabilitation unit.

2011 In 2011, I chose to start some part-time voluntary work that I 
found available as a graphic designer at the TVHA (Thames Valley 
Housing Association) based in Twickenham.

2012 In 2012, I started further voluntary work that I found available as a 
graphic designer at KCIL (Kingston Centre for Independent Living), 
supported by the Royal Borough of Kingston.

Sustainable Design Team (part of Westfocus /Kingston University)
Premm Design
Communications Team at TVHA
KCIL
Evans Cycles - Kingston
BMT Fluid Mechanics (Work experience)

Where:

Examples of ‘photoGRAPHIC prints’, that I have produced in recent years. 
Prints have been displayed and sold in coffee shops, art exhibitions, and 
privately.

The top-left image displays an 
example of prints exhibited at 
a local art exhibition. Surbiton 
riverside is a popular location for 
me to find opportunities. As a 
keen cyclist, I was enthralled by 
the Olympics in my home town of 
Kingston.



Housing Apprenticeship
information session

Book now!

Basingstoke Hilton Hotel 
You can choose to attend either the morning session at 10.00am or the 
afternoon session at 1pm.
(Full details on reverse)

Apprenticeships can benefit anyone in your workforce.  They can

• Increase their skills
• Increase their knowledge
• Provide them with industry-recognised qualifications
• Enhance their confidence, so they are more effective 
 in the work place

The Thames Valley Housing Training Centre is hosting two information  sessions 
about the Housing Apprenticeship Framework, prior to launching the qualitication.

The sessions are for RSLs, Local Authorities and any other employers in the  
Housing Sector.    

Julie Freemantle from Asset Skills will be talking about the specific benefits of 
the Housing Apprenticeship, and Michele Densham, from the TVH Training 
Centre will be talking about the Centre, which has run Apprenticeships since 

2001.

Wednesday 29th June 

Book your place 
online

http://www.assetskills.org/Housingevent/

in partnership with

Wednesday 29th June

Hilton Basingstoke Hotel
Old Common Road,
Black Dam
Basingstoke
RG21 3PR  

Time and place 

Morning session
10.00am – Registration
10.30am - Presentations begin
11.10am – Coffee, questions and networking
12.10pm – Close
 
Afternoon session 
1.00pm – Registration
1.30pm – Presentations begin
2.10pm – Coffee, questions and networking
3.10pm – Close

Course content The Housing Apprenticeship can be studied at the TVH Training Centre at 
levels 2 and 3.

Level 2
• City and Guilds NVQ in Housing Level 2 
• Chartered Institute of Housing Cert in Housing 2
• Key skills:  Application of number Level 1   
 Communication Level 1
 ICT Level 1
• Employment Rights and Responsibilities workbook
• Personal learning and thinking skills 

Level 3
• City and Guilds NVQ in Housing Level 3
• Chartered Institute of Housing Cert in Housing 3 
• Key skills:  Application of number Level 2
 Communication Level 2  
• Employment Rights and Responsibilities workbook
• Personal learning and thinking skills 

For more      
information

Contact
Tom Orton, Asset Skills UK Academy Coordinator
0844 822 2525 
ukacademy@assetskills.org

Or

Laura Osborne, Training Centre Administrator
020 8607 0884 
laura_osborne@tvha.co.uk 
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2008-2009 I carried out some long term work-experience based at a graphic 
design agency during my rehabilitation period at Rowland House. 
I worked at Premm Design, based in Sheen. This involved various 
tasks, such as company 2D logo designs to magazine spreads/
layouts and promotional typographic work. Design work for various 
clients was undertaken alongside the Premm design team. 
 I integrated well within the Premm team, with ideas well given and 
received . As part of my rehabilitation, I evaluated and reflected 
a lot during my work experience. This helps me learn the way to 
tackle certain issues and plan against future problems.

I know that my main strength lies in typographic presentation and 
layouts, gaining vast experience and knowledge during my most 
recent work experience at Premm Design.

2005-2006 I worked for the WestFocus Sustainability in Practice Network,   
based in Kingston University Faculty of Art, Design & Architecture. 
I offered all-round design skills and expertise designing a variety 
of corporate literature, event branding and promotional material, 
to an organisation which helps to link designers to sustainable 
resources and facilities. A number of strong research skills were 
used, often culminating in graphic work, presenting information or 
advertising events. I worked as part of a small, focussed research 
team enhanced by the University habitat, utilising  a wide range 
of personal design and social skills and knowledge learnt  through 
education and work experience. 

2006-2007 The above mentioned rehabilitation period is as a                     
result of a severe traumatic brain injury that I suffered in a road 
accident whilst cycling with my club in October 2006. I was 
hospitalised for a year before moving to a rehabilitation unit.

2011 In 2011, I chose to start some part-time voluntary work that I 
found available as a graphic designer at the TVHA (Thames Valley 
Housing Association) based in Twickenham.

2012 In 2012, I started further voluntary work that I found available as a 
graphic designer at KCIL (Kingston Centre for Independent Living), 
supported by the Royal Borough of Kingston.

Sustainable Design Team (part of Westfocus /Kingston University)
Premm Design
Communications Team at TVHA
KCIL
Evans Cycles - Kingston
BMT Fluid Mechanics (Work experience)

Where:

Below are two examples of work, for TVHA. Above, are 
the two faces of a postcard I designed. It is designed for 
an external audience of TVH residents. Below, is an initial 
double-sided print ‘rough’ designed for internal use at 
TVHA, informing all staff of various approaches used by 
the organisation with regards to environmental issues.
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2008-2009 I carried out some long term work-experience based at a graphic 
design agency during my rehabilitation period at Rowland House. 
I worked at Premm Design, based in Sheen. This involved various 
tasks, such as company 2D logo designs to magazine spreads/
layouts and promotional typographic work. Design work for various 
clients was undertaken alongside the Premm design team. 
 I integrated well within the Premm team, with ideas well given and 
received . As part of my rehabilitation, I evaluated and reflected 
a lot during my work experience. This helps me learn the way to 
tackle certain issues and plan against future problems.

I know that my main strength lies in typographic presentation and 
layouts, gaining vast experience and knowledge during my most 
recent work experience at Premm Design.

2005-2006 I worked for the WestFocus Sustainability in Practice Network,   
based in Kingston University Faculty of Art, Design & Architecture. 
I offered all-round design skills and expertise designing a variety 
of corporate literature, event branding and promotional material, 
to an organisation which helps to link designers to sustainable 
resources and facilities. A number of strong research skills were 
used, often culminating in graphic work, presenting information or 
advertising events. I worked as part of a small, focussed research 
team enhanced by the University habitat, utilising  a wide range 
of personal design and social skills and knowledge learnt  through 
education and work experience. 

2006-2007 The above mentioned rehabilitation period is as a                     
result of a severe traumatic brain injury that I suffered in a road 
accident whilst cycling with my club in October 2006. I was 
hospitalised for a year before moving to a rehabilitation unit.

2011 In 2011, I chose to start some part-time voluntary work that I 
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Sustainable Design Team (part of Westfocus /Kingston University)
Premm Design
Communications Team at TVHA
KCIL
Evans Cycles - Kingston
BMT Fluid Mechanics (Work experience)

Where:

My design skills have been well employed by ‘Kingston Centre of Independent 
Living (KCIL) for a few years, Once supplied the text, I produce the completed 
PDF, ready for printing. In this role, i am lucky, enforcing design styles on 
myself (whilst working)

The same style guidelines are employed by myself, when designing the organisation’s 
‘Annual Report’. Given out, publicised at the organisation’s AGM each year, a high level of 
visual clarity is needed. 

I design quaterley newsletters for the 
charity. The organisation usesthem 
however they wish to. They provide a 
clear depiction of who they are and 
what they do. I am regularly limited by 
the staff’s requirements of charity ‘users’. 
Clear, positive, and accesible for all to read. 
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2008-2009 I carried out some long term work-experience based at a graphic 
design agency during my rehabilitation period at Rowland House. 
I worked at Premm Design, based in Sheen. This involved various 
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2012 In 2012, I started further voluntary work that I found available as a 
graphic designer at KCIL (Kingston Centre for Independent Living), 
supported by the Royal Borough of Kingston.

Sustainable Design Team (part of Westfocus /Kingston University)
Premm Design
Communications Team at TVHA
KCIL
Evans Cycles - Kingston
BMT Fluid Mechanics (Work experience)

Where:

This page shows examples of work that I have created for The Green Party. 
In 2015, I joined the Kingston Green Party, in an electoral year. In the 
autumn, i was appointed as one of three ‘publications officers’ (the graphical 
designer, alongside a Web developer and a Journalist). I have also designed 
work for the ‘London Green Party’.

The top image shows our ini-
tial ‘South-West London Green 
News’. Below there is another 
view of it as well as some pieces 
for the ‘London Green Party’.
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Sustainable Design Team (part of Westfocus /Kingston University)
Premm Design
Communications Team at TVHA
KCIL
Evans Cycles - Kingston
BMT Fluid Mechanics (Work experience)

Where:

I continued to provide valuable support for the Green Party, in my second 
year of membership (2016). Placards, posters and leaflets were designed 
and created, in aid of Sian Berry’s successful London Election campaign.

I was chosen to create an ‘EasyRead’ 
version of Sian Berry’s manifesto 
(Full version available online at -
https://london.greenparty.org.uk).

Later in the year Caroline Russell 
(Green Party, City Hall) asked me to 
design her newsletter (left).
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Sustainable Design Team (part of Westfocus /Kingston University)
Premm Design
Communications Team at TVHA
KCIL
Evans Cycles - Kingston
BMT Fluid Mechanics (Work experience)

Where:

A keen supporter of the only political party, fighting with high moral values, 
I was asked by a member of the London Green Party to design a postcard, 
explaining the party’s view on Brexit and Article 50. It was handed out across 
the Capital, but also used nation-wide.

I am Graphic Designer for the Green 
Party, at a smaller, local level as well.

I design the quarterly ‘Kingston Green 
News’ for the Kingston Green Party.
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Where:

I continue working for Green members of the London Assembly. I designed 
their new Corporate Logo, which is being used on a variety of stationary, as 
well as their Social Media (Twitter avatar, and throughout their website).

I have also designed for a branch of the NHS. ‘Your HealthCare’ run a special 
‘Neuro-Gym’ (of which, i am a regular attendee). The gym offers brilliant  
facilities and is of large growing potential. Although various branches, as 
user of their home-centre,Tolworth Hospital, I designed a new corporate 
A5 leaflet.
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